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EUCLIDEAN (q + r)-SPACE MODULO AN /--PLANE

OF COLLAPSIBLE p-COMPLEXESO

BY

LESLIE C. GLASER(2)

Abstract. The following general decomposition result is obtained: Suppose

K* (pel) is a finite collapsible ^-complex topologically embedded as a subset of a

separable metric space X" where, for some r=ï 1, X" x Er is homeomorphic to Euclid-

ean ((3> + /")-space Eq + r. Then the Cartesian product of the quotient space XqjKv

with E' is topologically Eq*r provided that <7ä3 and, for each simplex Afc e K",

(X'xE', A*x([0, l]r_1 x 0)) is homeomorphic, as pairs, to

(£«*%[<U]*+'-lx(0,...,0)).

It is known that this condition is satisfied iîq— p^2andq + r^5. This result implies

that if K" is a finite collapsible Ar-complex topologically embedded as a subset of

Euclidean «-space En, then the Cartesian product of the quotient space En/Kk with

E1 is topologically E"*1 provided either (i) nt¿3, (ii) n — k~i2, or (iii) each simplex of

A:fc is flat in£" + 1.

0. Introduction and definitions. In [1], by using a result of Klee [14] and some

of the techniques developed by Bing in [2], Andrews and Curtis proved that if A

is an arc in Euclidean «-space En, then the Cartesian product of the quotient space

En/A with E1 is topologically En + 1. The significant aspects of this result appear

when «=g3, for in this case En/A is not necessarily homeomorphic to En.

In [3], Bryant proves the following result:

Theorem 0.1. Suppose that Dk is a k-cell topologically embedded in En. Then

(En/Dk) xE1 is homeomorphic to En + 1 provided

I. Dk is flat in En + 1, or

II. n-k^2.

In proving this result under Condition II, Bryant made use of Homma's

Approximation Theorem ([12], which later was found to contain a gap) to homeo-

morphically approximate Dk in En + 1 by a piecewise-linear k-ce\\. However, by

recent results obtained in [8] or [16], this approximation may now be obtained,
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and Bryant's generalization of the techniques of [1] holds as stated. In fact, at the

time of this writing, it has been shown that a A>cell D in En is always flat in En + 1

except possibly when n = 4 and k = n— 1. (See [14], [11], [6] and [7].) Moreover,

just recently in [4], Bryant has shown that if D is an («—l)-cell topologically

embedded in En («ä4), then (En/D)xE1xEn + 1. The proof given in [4] does not

require a PL approximation theorem, but makes use of radial engulfing and can

actually be used for any k= 1, 2,..., n so long as «^4.

In [10], in studying suspensions of PL homology «-spheres and simplicial

triangulations of topological manifolds, the author proved the following general-

ization of the main result of [1]:

Theorem 0.2. Suppose A is an arc in a separable metric space X" and A has end

points x1 and x2 such that

(a) X" — {xy u x2) is an open q-manifold (q ̂  3),

(b) A — (xj u x2) is locally flat in X" — (x1 u x2), and

(c) X"xEr is topologically homeomorphic to Eq + r (r= 1).

Then (X9/A)xErxA""x£rs£«+' (x denotes "topologically homeomorphic").

Moreover, ifr=l (and X"xE1xEQ + 1), then properties (a) and (b) may be replaced

by the single assumption that A is flat in XqxE1.

This latter conclusion follows directly from the work done in [1]. The results

here are motivated by (i) the author's feeling that neither properties (a) and (b), nor

the assumption that A is flat in X"xEr (even if r^l), are really necessary in the

hypothesis of Theorem 0.2 to obtain the same conclusion, and by (ii) the following

conjecture, which gives one natural generalization of Theorem 0.1 :

Conjecture 0.3. Suppose that Kk is a finite collapsible ^-complex topologically

embedded inPn. If each simplex of Kk is flat in En + 1, then (En¡Kk)xE1 is homeo-

morphic to En + 1.

The work done here is based on the simple observation that Theorem 0.1 holds

if we replace En by a separable metric space Xn such that XnxE1xEn + 1, and

uses quite heavily the ideas and methods of [3]. We also may replace condition I

and II by the single condition that Dk is flat in Xn x E1 x En +h That is, if XnXEn,

then D1 is flat in EnxE1 [14] and Dk<=-E3 (k = 2 or 3) is flat in E3xE1 [11]. If

XnxE1xEn + 1 (n^4), then Dk is flat in XnxE1 provided either k^n-2 [6] or

k=n [7].

Here, we show that Conjecture 0.3 is true and that Theorem 0.2 is valid without

assuming either properties (a) and (b), or that A is flat in X" x Er (for q = 3 and r = 1,

we still seem to require that A is flat in X3 x E1 x P4). In fact, we completely extend

each to the following general result:

Theorem 0.4. Suppose K" is a finite collapsible p-complex topologically embedded

as a subset of a separable metric space X", where X"xErxEq + r, o^3, and r^ 1.

If for each simplex Ak e Kp (k=l, 2,...,/>), A*x[0, If-^O (^X'xE*-1 xO) is
flat in X"xEr, then (X"/Kp)xETxXllxErxEq+r.
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Actually, when we prove this result, the homeomorphism we obtain between

(X"/Kp) x ET and X" x ET is natural in that given e > 0, we can construct a homeo-

morphism that is the "identity" outside an ^-neighborhood of KpxEr and

changes Er coordinates less than e. (Refer to Theorem 1.6 for the precise statement

of this result.)

Making use of [14], [11], and [6], we immediately obtain the following result:

Corollary 0.5. If K" is a finite collapsible p-complex topologically embedded

in En and either n = 3 andp^3, or n^4 andp-¿n — 2, then (En/Kp)x E1xEn + 1.

We note that Corollary 0.5 follows very quickly from the observation and dis-

cussion given in the paragraph following Conjecture 0.3. That is, simply use

induction on the number of moves required to collapse Kv to a point.

We also obtain some additional related results. These are given at the end of §1.

We now give some definitions and notation.

Given integers s and /, O^s^t and r^l, let P^E1 (Euclidean i-space) be

defined by

Is = {Xi,..., Xf) | 0 ¿ xt á 1 for i ^ s, and x¡ = 0 for s < i ^ t}.

Suppose F" is a p-cell (Fpx[0, l]pxlp) embedded as a subset of a separable

metric space X", where X"xErxEq + r. If rä 1 and O^k^r, we say Fp is k-ñat in

X"xEr if (E" + r, Ip + k)x(X"xEr, Fpxlk). If r^O and X"xErxE" + r, we say

that Fp is flat in X"xEr if Fp is 0-flat in X"xEr (where for r = 0, XqxE° = X").

Thus Fp is k-ñat in X" x ErxE<>+r, if Fp x Ik is flat in X" x Er.

If w = (wu ..., wr) is a point of Er, then ||w||=(wî + wi+ • • • +w2)112. We will

use the usual metric induced on Er by this norm || ||. If i is an arbitrary metric

space with metric d and A is a subset of Y, then given e > 0

UM, Y)={yeY\ d(y, A) < e}.

If A is a compact set in Y, by the diameter of A we will mean the number

diam A = sup {d(au a2) \ a% e A and a2 e A}.

By the Cartesian product metric on YxEr, we will mean the metric D on YxEr

defined as follows:

D((yx, wù, O* w2)) = myuyJY + nWi-wS2}»2.

If Z is a compact space, by the suspension of Z we will mean the space

2Z=(Zx[—1, l])/{Zx -l,Zx 1}. For rJîl. the rth suspension of Z is defined

inductively by SrZ=S(S'-1Z), where YPZ=Z and YÏZ^Z. If 2 and Z are two

compact spaces, and h : Z —> Z is a continuous map ( = map), then S/i : 2Z -> 2Z

is the map defined by

m(p(z, t)) = P(h(z), t)
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where fi: Zx [ — 1, 1] ̂ SZ and p: Zx [- 1, 1] -h*£Z are the quotient maps.

Inductively, Sr«: E'Z-^E'Z is defined by Sr«=S(Sr"1«) for rè2.

If 7CP is a finite complex, At = b * P'"1 is a /-simplex of A^p (where 6 is a vertex

of A\ Pi_1 is the face of A1 opposite to b, and * denotes join), and Kp is a sub-

complex of K" such that TC^A^ + ^ + P'"1 (\KP\ = \KP\ u |^|) and Kp n A*

= b * Pt_1, then the move K" \ K" is called an elementary collapse of K" to K".

If LP<=KP and there exists a finite sequence of elementary collapses K"\ Kp

\ K% \ • • • Kl \ Lp, we say A" collapses to 7_A If A? collapses to a vertex, we say

K" is collapsible.

If A' is a topological space, we will call G a decomposition of X if G is a collection

of mutually exclusive subsets of X whose union is X. By X/G we will mean the

topological space whose points are elements of G and whose topology is given as

follows: Let p: X-> X/G be the function defined by p(x) = g, where g is the unique

element of G containing the point x. The topology of X/G is defined by Kc X/G is

open if and only if p_1(K) is open in X. (Thus, if h: X-> Y is a continuous map

and G = {« " *( y) \ ye Y}, then hop-1: X/G -> Y is a 1 -1 continuous map of X/G

into Y.)

If D is a k-ce\\ in Pm, we say D is locally flat in Em if for every xelnt D(xe Bd 7J>)

there exists an open set U in Em containing x such that (U, U n D)x(Em, Ek)

((£/, £/n D)x(Em, Ek)). If Z is a subset of Pm, we will say Pm-Z is 1-LC at each

point z e Z, if given z e Z and U open in Pm containing z, then there exists an open

subset V<=Em containing z such that K<= [/ and each loop in V—Z is inessential in

U—Z. Finally, by a pseudo-isotopy / (t e [0, 1]) carrying a space X onto itself, we

will mean a continuous function/: Zx [0, 1] -> Xsuch that the function/: X-> X,

defined by ft(x)=f(x, t), is a homeomorphism carrying X onto itself for each

*6[0, 1).

I would like to thank the referee for many helpful criticisms.

1. The key isotopy theorem and the main results. The key isotopy theorem on

which all our results are based is as follows :

Theorem 1.1. Suppose Fp is a p-cell embedded as a subset of a separable metric

space X", where I'xPxP". 7/r^l and Fp is (r-\)-flat in X"xEr (e.g., if

q—pj^l and q + r7±5), then, given e>0, there exists an isotopy p.t (te [0, 1]) of

X"xEr onto itself such that

(1) /x0 = identity;

(2) p.t\(XqxEr)-(Us(Fp, X*)xEr) = identity, for each t e [0, 1];

(3) if (x,w)e X"xEr and pr2: X"xEr -*■ Er is the projection onto Er, then

||w-pr2 (p.t(x, w))\\ < e,for each t e [0, 1];

(4) /Xi is uniformly continuous; and

(5) if we Er, then diam p-^F" x w) < e.

This theorem will be obtained via two reductions. The first is given in §2 and the

second is given in §3. The second reduction follows directly from the work and
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results of Bryant in [3]. Since a simple extension of this work will easily include our

additional requirements here, we will only just briefly discuss in §3 some of the

pertinent facts and results related to [3]. In §2, we show that our modification of

Bryant's work allows us to obtain the above key isotopy theorem. In this section,

we apply Theorem 1.1 and obtain all our main results.

Corollary 1.2. Suppose Fp is a p-cell embedded as a subset of a separable

metric space X", where X"xErxEq + r. Let G denote the decomposition of X"xEr

defined by

G = {je X" x Er | g = Fp x w, or g = (x, w),xeX"-Fp, w e Er}.

If r 3:1 and Fp is (r — \)-flat in X" x Er, then, given e > 0, there is a pseudo-isotopy

f((x, w), t) ((x, w)eXqxEr,0^te\)ofX"xEr onto itself such that

(1) f((x, w), 0) is the identity (i.e.,f((x, w), 0) = (x, w));

(2) if (x, w)e(X"xEr)-(Ue(Fp, X")xEr), then f((x, w), t) = (x, w), for each

te [0,1];

(3) if (x, w)e X"xEr and pr2: X" x Er -> E' is the projection onto Er, then

\\w-pr2 (f((x, w), t))\\<e,for each t e [0, 1];

(4) f((x, w), 1) takes X" x E' onto itself and each element of G onto a distinct

point of X"xEr.

Proof. This follows as in the proof of Theorem 3 of [2]. The pseudo-isotopy

is obtained simply by a sequence of applications of Theorem 1.1. For convenience,

we will state the appropriate inductive step here. The remainder of the proof

should be clear from this. Refer to [2] for further details.

We first note that the following conclusion can also be added to Theorem 1.1 :

(5) There exists a S>0, such that if w e Er, then diam p,1(U6(Fp, X") xw)<e.

That is, given e>0, suppose p.t is an isotopy satisfying Theorem 1.1, where the

£>0 we use there is e/2. By conclusion (4), if weEk, then diam p-i(Fv x w)<e/2.

Since p.! is uniformly continuous, there exists a S>0 such that if Z is a set in

X" x Er of diameter < 8, then diam /xj(Z) < e/4. It follows then that

diam p.1(U6(Fp, Xq) x w) < c

Let eu e2,... be a sequence of positive numbers such that 2'2i¡0=1ei<e. By

induction, using Theorem 1.1, we define a monotone decreasing sequence S^e,

S2,... of positive numbers tending to zero and a sequence of isotopies

f((x, w), t)       ((x, w)eX"xE\Q^t^ i),

f((x, w), t)       ((x, w) e X" x E\ \ Ú t ^ i),...

such that/((jc, w), 0) = (x, w), two adjacent/(x, r)'s agree on their common end,

each/((x, w), i/(i+1)) is uniformly continuous,

(l)f((x, w),(i-\)/i)=f((x, w),t) ((i-\)/iútúi/(i+\)) except possibly on

U6i(Fp, Xq)xE\
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(2) diam/([/ä, + 1(F", X9) x w, i/(i+ l))<e„ w e E\

(3) no point moves more than 2ei_1 during/(x, t) ((/'— l)/i^t^i/(i+1)), and

(4) f(Xq x USi(w, E% (i- l)/i)=>fLX* x w, i/(i+1)).
The proof is then completed by noting (A) that the existence of such a sequence

follows easily from Theorem 1.1 (f((x, w), t) ((/— \)/iútui/(i+1)) is of the form

f(p\(x,w),(i—\)/i), where p\(x, w) ((i-l)/i^.t^i/(i+l)) is an appropriately

chosen p,t from Theorem 1.1) and (B) that the existence of such a sequence is

enough to guarantee the truth of Corollary 1.2.

Corollary 1.3. Suppose Fp is a p-cell embedded as a subset of a separable

metric space X", where X"xErxEq+r. Let G denote the decomposition of XqxEr

as in Corollary 1.2, and let P: XqxEr-^ (XqxEr)/G = (Xq/Fp)xEr denote the

quotient map (if p: Xq -> Xq/F" is the quotient map, then p = p x idB0- Ifr=l ond

F" is (r— \)-flat in Xq x Er, then given e>0 there exists a homeomorphism

h:(Xq/F")xEr->XqxEr(x Eq + r)

such that « o p = identity on {Xq- UE(FP, Xq)} x ET and h is bounded by e on the Er

factor (as in (3) of Corollary 1.2).

Proof. By Corollary 1.3, there exists a map/:I'xP->I'x£' such that

Z=identity outside UE(FP, Xq)xEr,

for each (x, w) e XqxEr, \\w — pr2 °fi(x, w)\\ <e, and

{fî1(x,w)\(x,w)eXqxE'-} = G.

Let h: (Xq/Fp)xEr-> XqxEr be the 1-1 continuous map induced by the

following diagram :

XqxEr      & > X"xEr

\
P\ / h = / o p-1

(Xq/Fp) x Er

Since XqxErxEq + r and/ is a compact map (i.e., preimages of compact sets

are compact), (Xq/Fp)xErxEq + r and « is a homeomorphism. Clearly, the re-

maining properties are satisfied.

Lemma 1.4. Given integers 0^u<v^w, suppose that D is a v-cell in Ew (w^4),

P is a finite u-dimensional polyhedron in Bd D (w — u^4), such that each open

simplex ofP is locally flat in Bd D, D-P is locally flat in Ew, and Ew-P is 1-LC

at each point of P. Then D is flat.

The result is proven in [5, Theorem 5.2], for w^5, and in [15, Corollary 2.5], for

w = 0 and w^4.

Lemma 1.5. Suppose A is a t-cell topologically embedded as a subset of a separable

metric space X", where XqxE'xEq + r, and B is a (t—\)-cell in Bd A such that
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(A, B),z(kt, A'-1), where A' is a t-simplex and A'-1 is a (t— \)-dimensionalface of

A(. Also, suppose Z is a compact subset of X" such that (Xq/Z)xErxE9 + r and

Zr\A = BdA-lntB=C. If q^3, rfel, O^k^r-l, and A is k-flat in XqxEr,

then A/C is a t-cell in Xq/Z such that A/C is k-flat in (Xq/Z) x Er.

Proof. Since Z C\ A = C, and (A, C)x(At, v * A'"1), it is clear that p(A u Z)

= (A u Z)/Z=A/C=D is a i-cell in X"/Z, where p: X"-+ Xq/Z is the quotient

map. Since A is k-ñat in X" x Er,

(Eq + r,It + k) X (XqxEr,AxIk) = (X"xEkxEr-k,AxIkxe),

where 6 denotes the origin of Er~k and r — k^l.

Under the quotient map p, this latter set is carried to

((Xq/Z) xEkxEr~k, (A/C) xlkx 6).

Let D = (A/C)xIk and P = {C}xIk<=Bd D. Then D is a (t + k)-ce\\ and Pis a

k-ee\\ in Bd D that is flat in Bd D. Since p is a homeomorphism outside of Z x Er,

and (ZxF)n(ix/*) = Cx/k, it follows that D-P is locally flat in

(X"/Z) xErxEq + r. SinceP^(X"/Z) xEkx 6<^(Xq/Z) xEkx ET-kxEq+r, (q + k)

-k^3, and r-k^ 1, it follows easily that ((Xq/Z)xEr)-P is 1-LC at each point

of P. Let w=q + r, v = t + k, and u = k. Sincera 3, r^l, r-k^l, and tSq, the

result follows from Lemma 1.4, since w^4, 0Su<v<w (we may suppose r>0,

for the result is trivial for r = 0), and w — u^4.

Theorem 1.6. Suppose K" is a finite collapsible p-complex embedded as a subset

of a separable metric space Xq, where XqxErxEq + r. Let G(Xq, Kp, r) denote the

decomposition of X" x Er defined by

G(X", Kp, r) = {g <= X" x Er \ g = Kp x w, or

g = (x,w), xeXq-Kp, weEr},

and let p : X" x Er -> (Xq x Er)/G(X", Kp,r) = (X"/Kp) x Er denote the quotient

map. If räl, q^3, and each simplex of Kp is (r—\)-flat in XqxEr, then, given

e > 0, there exists a homeomorphism

h:(Xq/Kp)xEr->XqxEr X Eq+r

such that h ° p = identity on {Xq- UE(KP, Xq)} x E' and, if (x, w) e (X"/Kp) x Er

and pr2: X" x Er -*■ Er is the projection onto Er, then

\\w-pr2(h(x,w))\\ < e.

Proof. If K" is a /»-simplex (or is merely homeomorphic to a /»-simplex), then

the corollary follows directly from Corollary 1.3. Otherwise, the proof will be by

induction on the number of elementary collapses, say v(K"), required to collapse

Kp to a point. By the first remark, we have the result for v(Kp) = 1. Hence, suppose

inductively, for some k¡t 1, we know the result for all pairs ()(q, Kp) satisfying the

hypothesis of Theorem 1.6, where v(Kp)^k.
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Suppose we are given e>0, and Kp<=Xq is a finite collapsible/^-complex such

that v(K") = k+l, where the pair satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6. Let

Kp \ Ks be the first collapse in the sequence which collapses Kp to a point. Then

K" = KS + At, where At = b*Bt~1, Ks n Ai = b * P'"1, l^s^p, and l^t^p. By

induction, the result holds for Ks<^Xq.

That is, there exists a homeomorphism

h:(Xq/Ks)xEr^ XqxEr

such that « o p — identity on {Xq— US/2(KS, Xq)}xEr and h is bounded by e/2 on

the Er factor. Let X" = (X"/Ks) and let At denote the /-cell in Z" given by Ä* = fi(Kp)

= Kp/Ks = At/b* P'-1. Since /z is a homeomorphism and XqxErxEq + r, X"xEr

xEq + r and %q is a separable metric space. Thus, if Kp<=Xq satisfies the given

hypothesis, then Ä1^^"/^) also satisfies the given hypothesis. That is, since A1

is (r— l)-flat in XqxEr, it follows by Lemma 1.5 that Ä1 is (r—l)-flat in

(Xq/Ks)xEr. Therefore, we have that Ä'^X" satisfies the hypothesis of

Corollary 1.3.

Let 8 denote a positive number such that

S < e/2   and   (p')-\U6(Ä\ Xq)) e Usl2(Kp, X"),

where fi': Xq^Xq/K$ = Xq is the quotient map (fi = fi'xidEr). By Corollary 1.3,

there exists a homeomorphism

h:(Xq/Ät)xEr^XqxEr

such that h ° p = identity on {Xq- UÖ(Ä\ X")} x E'=>fi({Xq- USl2(Kp, Xq)} x Er and

h is bounded by S on the Er factor.

We claim that « o h o p o p = identity on {Xq- Uet2(Kp, Xq)}xEr= W. Since

p(W)<={Xq-U6(Ât, Îa)}xP and À ° p = identity on this latter set, h~ ° fi ° p\W

= p\ W. Since {Xq- Uel2(Ks, Xq)} x Er=> W and « ° /S = identity on this former set,

it follows that identity = « ° p\ W=h ° h ° fi ° p\ W.

Let «' denote the 1-1 continuous map induced by the following diagram:

XqxEr -h-°-K X"xEr

X       '/
(X"/Ks)xEr

(Xq/Kp) x Er

--.h'

/     \
XqxEr -S-îi» XqxEr

i    y
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That is, since {(/> o ß)~\x, w)\xe (Xq/Ä% weEr} = G, (ßo ß) o p~1 = h' is a 1-1

continuous map carrying (Xq/Kp)xEr onto (Xq/Ät)xEr. Since (p ° /5) is a com-

pact map, h! is a homeomorphism.

Let h: (X"/Kp) xEr-*XqxEr be the homeomorphism defined by h = h <>h°h'.

Since h' does not change ET coordinates, h changes Er coordinates < 8 < e/2, and

h changes Er coordinates <e/2, it follows that h changes Er coordinates <e.

Finally, we claim h ° p = identity on {Xq- Uel2(Kp, Xq)}xEr= W. This follows

since h ° P — (h ° h ° h') o P = h ° îi o [(ß ° ß) ° P~y] o P — h o h o ß o ß, and we noted

above that h°h~°ß°ß\ W= identity. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.6.

Corollary 1.7. If Kp is a finite collapsible p-complex topologically embedded

in En and either n = 3 andp^3, or n¡>4 and p^n-2, then (En/Kp)xE1xEn + 1.

Proof. If n = 3 or n g 4, it follows by [11] or [6], respectively, that each simplex

of Kp is flat in En + 1. Thus, in either case, the result follows from Theorem 1.6.

Remark. As we noted earlier, in [4], Bryant shows that if D is an (n — l)-cell in

En (n^4), then (En/D) x E1xEn + 1. In fact, he shows that Theorem 1.1 is valid for

q^4, p = q-\, r=\, and Xq = Eq. This result appears to hold for Fq~1^Xq,

where Xq x E1 x Eq +1 and q ̂  4. (Actually, we just have to consider the case where

Xq = Eq/{a collapsible/»-complex}.) If this is the case, then Corollary 1.7 holds for

«^3 and allp fin. Recall, by [7], Theorem 1.1 is valid for FQl= X", where XqxEx

xEq + 1 andq^4.

Corollary 1.8. Suppose Kp is a finite collapsible p-complex embedded as a

subset of a separable metric space X", where Xa x ErxEq+r. Also, suppose that Z"

is a compact q-dimensional metric space containing X", G is the decomposition ofZ"

given by 6 = {g^Zq \g = Kp or g = xeZq-Kp}, and ß: Zq -> Zq/G=Z"/Kp is the

quotient map. If r^ 1, q^3, and each simplex of Kp is (r— \)-flat in X"xEr, then,

given e>0,

(A) there exists a homeomorphism hx:^(Zq/Kp)^',Lr(Zq) such that h1°l£rß

= identity on Yl(Zq- Ue(Kp, Xq)).

Furthermore, if Zq contains a topological q-cell Ê" such that (Zq — Int Bq)<=Xq,

where q + r^5 and q^3, then

(B) there exists a homeomorphism h2:'Zr(Zq/Kp)^I,r(Sq)xSq+r and a flat

q-cellBq<= (Int Bq)-Kp such that h2 o 2Zrß = identity on Z'Bq, where B" is also identi-

fied with aflat q-cell in Sq.

Before we give the proof of Corollary 1.8, we first make some elementary

observations. If Z is a compact ^-dimensional metric space, then we can think of

2rZ as Z*Sr~1^EmxEr, where ZcEm = 6r and S'7»<= BmxEr (6r and 6m denote

the origin of Er and Em, respectively). Moreover, every point of (Z * Sr'1) — Sr~1

has a unique representation in the form <z, r>>>, where zeZ,yeSr~x and t 6 [0, 1)

(i.e., <z, tyy = (l-t)z+tyez * y<=Z * S7'1). Let <&rz be the homeomorphism

carrying ZxEr onto (Z * Sr~1) — Sr~1 defined by sending (z, w)eZxEr to

<z,(IMI/i + Hl)(WIHl)>     (if IkII *o)
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and sending (z, 0) to

(z,0) = z6Zc Z*S*-K

(1.7.1) Thus, if « : Z x Er -> Z x Pr is a continuous map of ZxEr onto ZxEr

that is bounded on the Pr factor, then « induces a continuous map h~: Sr5f->SrZ

as follows:

If «':Z*Sr-1-^Z*S"'-1 is the map defined by A'= identity on S'"1 and

h' = ^,zofio (0>£) - ! on (Z * Sr ~x) - Sr ~\ then À is the composition

h'
srz—>2*sr~1—>z*sr~1—>y:z.

(1.7.2) Furthermore, if Ä<=2, A<=Z, and h\ÄxEr: ÄxEr-> A xEr is of the

form «xid£r where «: A^> A, then À (defined as above) = Sr« on Zr_1,4<=27'-1Z.

These observations are proven as an elementary lemma in [9].

One additional result that we will use here is Theorem III.3.3, (3) of [10], where

the author proved the following:

(1.7.3) Suppose Z is a compact connected metric space such that Z is simply

connected, contains a o-cell N", and has the same homology type as the o-sphere.

Let Cq denote a flat o-cell in Int Nq, Tr = S1 x ■ ■ ■ x S1, r-times, and consider the

o-sphere Sq as the natural union of the o-cell C" and another o-cell Bq. If Zx Er is

an open (o + r)-manifold, whereo + r^5 and o>2, and Dq=Z—lnt Cq, then there

exist homeomorphisms

h1: DqxTr ^ BqxT,       h2: DqxEr-»BqxEr,

h3:lZrDq^2ZrBq,   and   «4: SrZ-^2r59.

The homeomorphism h1 is the identity on Bd Dq x Tr = Bd C " x Tr. The homeo-

morphism «2 is the natural covering of hu so as to be the identity on Bd Dq x Er,

and is bounded on the Er factor. The homeomorphism «3 is induced from «2, as

above, and is the identity on the suspension (r— l)-sphere. The homeomorphism

«4 is obtained by extending h3 by the identity homeomorphism on XrC.

Proof. By Theorem 1.6, there exists a homeomorphism

h:(Xq/Kp)xEr^XqxEr X Eq + r

such that « o p = identity on {Xq-Ue(Kp, X")} x ET and, if (Je, w) e (Xq/Kp) x Er

and pr2: XqxEr ^ Er is the projection onto Er, then \\w — pr2 o h(x, w)\\ <e.

Conclusion (A) follows immediately from this result, (1.7.1), and (1.7.2).

Conclusion (B) follows from Conclusion (A) and (1.7.3). That is, since

XqxErxEq + r, ni(Xq) = Ç) for all i^\. Since Zq = XquBq, Z" has the same

homology groups as S" and Z" is simple connected. Clearly, Z"xEr is an open

(o+r)-manifold. Since Kp is a compact subset of Xq, there exists a flat o-cell

P'clnt Êq such that Bq n Kp= 0. By (1.7.3) (with Cq of (1.7.3) corresponding to

B" here), 2?Z4«S"S4 by a homeomorphism that is the identity on £rP". If we
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denote this latter homeomorphism by h and e>0 is so small that Bq C\ US(K", X")

= 0, then Conclusion (B) follows by defining h2 = h"o /»1.

Theorem 1.9. Suppose Kp is a finite collapsible p-complex embedded as a subset

of a separable metric space X", where Xq x E'xEq + r. Let s be an integer such that

Qúsúr-l and let Er = EsxEr~s (E°xEr-° = Er). Also, suppose Ü is a finite

collapsible t-complex embedded as a subset of Es, where O^t^s (ifs = 0, KpxL°

= K"). Ifq + r^5, r^l, and (q+s) — (p + t)^2, then, given e>0, there exists a

homeomorphism

h: {(X"xES)/(KPxÜ)}xEr~s-> (XqxEs)xEr~s x Eq + r

such that, if P: (XqxEs)xET~S->{(XqxES)/(KPxV)}xEr~s is the quotient map,

then ho p = identity on {(Xq x Es) - Ue(Kp x Ü, Xq x Es)} xEr~s, and if

xe(XqxEs)/(KpxLt),       weEr~s,

and pr2: (Xq x Es) xE'~s —¡* Er~s is the projection onto Er~s, then

\\w-pr2(h(x, w))\\ < e.

If, in addition, Zq + S is a compact (q + s)-dimensional metric space containing

Xq x Es, then there exists a homeomorphism h : Zr-s(Zq + s/(R~pxLt)) -> Xr-$(Zq+s)

such that h,. ° 2Zr~sß = identity on J/-%Zq + s- Ue(KpxL\ Xq x Es)), where

ß:Zq + s-+Zq + s/(K"xLt)

is the quotient map.

Furthermore, if Zq+S contains a topological (q + s)-cell Êq + S such that

(Zq + s — IntÊq + s)<=XqxEs, where q + r^S and q + s ^ 3, then there exists a homeo-

morphism h2:T,r-s(Zq + s/(KpxLt))^I,r-s(Sq + s)xSq + ' and a flat (q + s)-cell

Bq+sc(Int ßq+s)-(Kp xD) such that h2°Y/-sß = identity on Y,r-sBq+s, where Bq+S

is also identified with aflat (q + s)-cell in Sq+S.

Proof. Let Kp + t = KpxLt and Xq + s = XqxEs. Since Xq+sxEr-sxEq + r and

Kp + i can be subdivided so as to be a finite collapsible (p + i)-complex, where

(q + s) — (p + t)^2, q + r^5, and r—s^l, the result follows immediately from

Theorem 1.6, Corollary 1.8, and [6].

2. The first reduction of the key isotopy theorem. If Xq is a separable metric

space such that XqxErxEq+r, and Fp is a/»-cell embedded in X", let Hypothesis

(p, q, r) denote the statement that rä 1 and Fp is (r— l)-flat in X" x Er. By [6] and

[7], we have Hypothesis (/», q, r) if q—p^l, tj + rä5, and räl.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose Fp is a p-cell embedded as a subset of a separable metric

space X", where X" x ErxEq+r. Let a be the sequence of numbers au bu a2, b2,...,

a,-lt ¿»r_!, where ai<b¡ (i=l,..., r—l), and let Ca denote the (r—l)-cell in E*'1

given by Ca = Tll=i [a¡, bt] (where [au ¿»¡]<~-rth E1 factor of E*'1). If we have
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Hypothesis (p, o, r), then, given real numbers e>0, S>0, and r¡>0, there exists

an isotopy ft (t e [0, 1]) of(X" x Pr_1) x E1 onto itself such that

(1) /0 = identity;

(2) ft | (XqxEr)-{U6(FpxCa, Xq x Er~1)xE1} = identity, for each te[0, 1];

(3) if(x, w) e U6(FP x Ca, XqxEr~1)x E1, xeXq,we Er, then

\\w-pr2(ft(x,w))\\ < r¡;

(4) / is uniformly continuous; and

(5) if w e Ca x E1 c E\ then diam f(Fp x w) < e.

The proof of this result will follow from a further reduction in §3. In this section,

we will show that Theorem 2.1 => Theorem 1.1. We note, for r=l, a and Ca are

not defined, XqxE° = Xq, FpxCa = Fp, and CaxE1 = E\ Thus, Theorem 2.1,

with r=\, is equivalent to Theorem 1.1, with r=\, and for the remainder of this

section we will suppose that r>\.

The idea behind the proof that Theorem 2.1 => Theorem 1.1, for rä 2, is quite

simple. That is, let R denote a rectangular cellular subdivision of Pr_1 and R*

denote the /-skeleton of R (i.e., the union of cells of dimension á /). We will show

inductively that Theorem 2.1 allows us to shrink elements of the form F"xw,

we {a neighborhood of Ri~1}xE1 = N'~1xE1, so small, that we can then apply

Theorem 2.1 again to shrink elements of the form Fpx w, we {a neighborhood

of (R' — Ni~1)}xE1 = MixE1, so that the end result is that now all elements of

the form Fp xw,w e{Ml u Af_1}xP1=>Af xE1, are small enough. We now give

some details and first obtain some preliminary results.

In what follows, we use the natural Cartesian product metric on XxEr (or on

XxEr~x) induced from the given metric on X and the norm metric on Er (or on

E''1). We now want to consider a result corresponding to Theorem 2.1 with

Ccc = YYiZ\ [o¡, bj] replaced by N, where N is an arbitrary subset of Er~1. That is,

we consider the following statement:

(Xq, F", Er, N)0. Suppose Fp is a /»-cell embedded as a subset of a separable

metric space Xq, where Xq x ErxEq+r. If we have Hypothesis (p, q, r), then, given

e>0, S>0, v>0, and N^E1'1, there exists an isotopy/ (te [0, 1]) of XqxEr

= (Xq xE'-^xE1 onto itself such that

(l)/o = identity;

(2) fi | (XqxEr)-{Ud(FpxN, XqxEr~1)xE1} = identity, foreach/e[0, 1];

(3) if (x, w) e U6(FP xN,XqxEr~1)x E\ xeXq,we Er, then

\\w-pr2 (ft(x, w))\\ < ri ;

(4) / is uniformly continuous ; and

(5) if w e Nx E1'=Er, then diam/».(Pp x w) < e.

We also want to consider two slight modifications of (Xq, Fp, Er, N)0-

(Xq,Fp,Er,N)u Statement (Xq, Fp, Er, N)0 with "..., then there exists, an
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isotopy ft..." replaced by "..., then there exists a real £>0 and an isotopy

ft..." and (5) replaced by (5), ifweNxE1<=Er, then

diam f(U:(Fp, Xq)xU¿w, Er)) < e;

and

(Xq, Fp, Er, N)2. Suppose Fp is a /»-cell embedded as a subset of a separable

metric space X", where XqxErxEq + r. If we have Hypothesis (/», q, r), then, given

£>0 and e>0, and N^E7'1, there exists an isotopy / (te[0, 1]) of XxEr

= (XxEr~1)xE1 onto itself such that

(l)/0 = identity;

(2)2 ft | (Xq x Er)-{U((Fp, Xq) x U((N, E''1) x £1} = identity, for each t e [0,1];

(3)2 if w e Er, then

f(Fp x w) c [/¿F», *«) x Ut(w, Er)   and    ||w-pr2 (f(x, w))\\ < f;

(4) / is uniformly continuous ; and

(5) ifwEiVxi1, then diam/(F* x w) < e.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that N and M are two arbitrary subsets ofEr~1(r^:2). Then

(2.2.1) (Xq, Fp, E\ N)0 => (Xq, Fp, E', A),;
(2.2.2) (Xq, Fp, E\ N)0 => (Xq, Fp, Er, N)2; and

(2.2.3) (Xq, Fp, E\ N)2 + (Xq, Fp, Er, M\ => (Xq, Fp, Er, N u M)0.

Proof that (Xq, Fp, Er, N)0 => (Xq, Fp, Er, N\. This is elementary, since / is

uniformly continuous. That is, given e^O in the hypothesis of (Xq, Fp, Er, N)u

let e0>0 in the hypothesis of (Xq, Fp, Er, N)0 be defined by e^e^. Since/ is

uniformly continuous, there exists a v>0 so that if Z is any subset of XqxEr

having diameter <v, then/(Z) has diameter <eJ3. Since diam f^F" x w)<eJ3

(for each weNxE1), it follows that diamf1(Uv(Fpxw, XqxEr))<s1 (for each

weNxE1). Pick £>0 so that U¿FP, Xq)xU¿w, ET)<=Uv(Fpxw, XqxEr) for

all w e Er.

Proof that (Xq, Fp, E', N)0 => (Xq, Fp, Er, N)2. Given $>0, pick S>0 so that

U6(Fp xN,XqxE'-1)^ U¿Fp, X) x U((N, £r"1), and pick v>0 so that v^ I Let

ft he the isotopy of (A'9, Fp, E\ N)0 satisfying conclusions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5).

The claim is that / will also satisfy conclusions (1), (2)2, (3)2, (4) and (5) of

(Xq, Fp, Er, N)2. Clearly, (1), (2)2, (4) and (5) are satisfied. We now want to show

that (3)2 holds.

Since/ = identity outside Ut(Fp, Xq)x U¡(N, E'-^xE1, / = identity outside

Ut(Fp, X") x Er. Hence, if prx* : X" x Er -> Xq is the projection onto the Xq

factor, then prx* (f(Fp x w))^ U((FP, Xq), for all w e Er. Since||w-pr2 (ft(x, w)\\

<i?á£, if (x, w) e UÔ(FP x N, XqxEr~1)xE1, since pr2 (f(x, w)) = w, if

(x, w)$ U6(FpxN,XqxEr-1)xE1, and pr2 (Fp x w) = w, it follows that

pr2(/t(Pxw))c U,(w,Er)

for all w e Er. Hence, ft(Fp xw)<= Ue(Fp, X") x Uf(w, Er) for all w e Er.
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Proof that (Xq, Fp, Er, N)2 + (Xq, F", Er, M\ => (Xq, Fp, Er, N u M)0. Let

e > 0, 8 > 0; and r¡ > 0 be given. We take («, 8, v) in (Xq, Fp, Er, M\ to be (e, 8, v/2).

Hence, there exists a real number f >0 and an isotopy (/)». (te [0, 1]) of X"xEr

onto itself such that

(1) (/o)i = identity;

(2)i(/)i | (XqxEr)-{U6(FpxM, Xq xE'- 1)xP1} = identity (/ e [0, 1]);

(3)j if  (x, w) e U6(FpxM,XqxEr~1)xE\ xeXq,weEr, then

\\w-vr2((fUx,w))\\ <v/2;

(4)i (/)]_ is uniformly continuous; and

(5)x if weMxE1<=-Er, then diam(fMU^F", Xq)x Ut(w, E'))<e.

Since (fui is uniformly continuous, there is a v > 0 so that if Z is any subset of

Xq x Er having diameter < v, then (Z)i(Z) has diameter < e.

For (i, e) in (Xq, Fp, Er, N)2, we take (f, v), where f >0 is so small that (i)2

Ut(Fp, X") x Ut(N, Er~x)c c/¿(/7p x A, Z9 x Pr- !), and (ii)2 Í < min (ry/2, Q. Hence,

there exists an isotopy (ft)2 (t e [0, 1]) of Xq x Er onto itself such that

(1)2 (/o)2=identity;

(2)2 (/)2 | (XqxE')-{Ue(Fp, Xq)xU((N, Pr"1)xP1} = identity (te [0, 1]);

(3)2 if w e Er, then

(ftHF* xw)^ U¿Fp, X") x Uf(w, P0   and    ||w-pra ((ft)2(x, w))\\ < f

for all /;

(4)2 (/)2 is uniformly continuous ; and

(5)2 if we NxE1, then diam (fi)2(Fp xw)<v.

The desired isotopy (ft)0 for (Xq, Fp, Er, N u M)0 is then defined by

(/)o = (/*)& 0 = / Ú 1/2,

= (/2i-1)i°(/i)2,    1/2S/Í1.

Clearly (/0)0 = identity and (/i)0 = (/)i °(fi)2 is uniformly continuous. Hence,

(l)o and (4)0 hold. Since (/)2 = identity outside U((FP, Xq)x Ut(N, P1-"1), and

hence (/)2 = identity outside U6(F"xN, XqxEr~1) (by (i)2), and since (/)».

= identity outside U6(F" x M, XqxEr~1)xE1, it follows that (/)<, = identity out-

side

{U6(FP xN,X"x E'-1) x E1} U {U6(FP xM,Xqx ET~1) x E1}

= U6(Fpx(NU M),XqxEr-1)xE1.

Hence, (2)0 holds.

By (3)2, since i<y]/2 (by (ii)2), (ft)2 changes Er coordinates <r¡/2. Since by (3)1;

(/t)i changes Er coordinates <r¡¡2, it follows that (/)0 changes Er coordinates

<T¡, and hence (3)0 holds.

Finally, we want to show (5)0 if w e (N u M) x £'c£r, then diam (f1)0(Fp x w)

<e.lfweNxE\ then diam (fx)2(Fp x w) <v (by (5)2); hence

diam (fOi o (AUF" xw) < e,
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by our choice of v. Now suppose w e MxE1. Then

(f)2(Fp x w) c U((Fp, Xq) x U((w, E') c i/{(F", X«) x i/c(w, £').

by the first part of (3)2 and our choice of £ (by (ii)2). Since by (5)l5 if w e MxE1,

then diam (Z)i(£/tCFp, Xq) x U¿w, Er)) < e, it follows that C/i)». ° (fi)2(Fp xw)<e

(for w e MxE1). Hence, (5)0 holds and our proof that

(Xq, Fp, Er, N)2 + (Xq, Fp, E", M\ => (Xq, Fp, Er, N u M)0

is now complete.

Proof that Theorem 2.1 => Theorem 1.1. We will show that if Theorem 2.1 is

true, then statement (Xq, Fp, Er, N)0 is valid for N=Er-1^Er~1xE1 = Er.

Clearly, this implies that Theorem 1.1 is true.

We first consider Ir-1 = [0,l]r-1^Er-\ Let F'1 have the natural cellular

subdivision consisting of the various w-faces of P'1 (m = 0, l,...,r— 1). Let

Ra,.! denote the collection of all w-cells Cm<=Ir~1 (OSm^r—1) containing the

origin 0r_! of Ef~\ Let R° = {(a1,..., ar_i) eE''1 | each a¡ is an integer}. Our

cellular subdivision R of E"'1 is defined as follows:

R = {C? | C™ = Cm + a, 0 ^ m á r-1, a e R°, and Cm e Per_J-

Let (ax,..., ar-1) = a e R° denote an arbitrary 0-cell of R. Let

N°a = Yl k-1/4, a,+1/4]

and let

N° = \J {N° | a e R°}.

If 0< 8^ 1/8, we can apply Theorem 2.1 locally (and in a uniform manner) to each

U6(FP x N°, XqxEr~1)x E1 and obtain (Xq, Fp, Er, N°)0. We can guarantee that

the isotopy is uniform by obtaining an appropriate isotopy on

Ui(FpxNir_1, XqxE'-1) + E\

and then translating this single isotopy to the other U6(FpxNg, XqxEr~1)xE1,

for each a e R°, we obtain our first claim.

Let R1 denote the 1-skeleton of our cellular subdivision R of E*'1. Then

R1 — IntN° is a countable collection of disjoint segments, and they lie in a count-

able collection of disjoint rectangular (r— l)-cells having faces parallel to the

various (r — 2)-hyperplanes determined by the equations x¡ = Q (j=l, 2,..., r— 1).

We denote the union of these (/— l)-cells by M1. Again applying Theorem 2.1

locally, it follows that (Xq, Fp, Er, M1)^ holds (it suffices to only consider those

(r— l)-cells of M1 which are compact neighborhoods of the corresponding seg-

ments lying in the "1-skeleton" of Rqt_x, and then translate this finite collection

of isotopies by the points aeR°). By Lemma 2.2, (2.2.1)—(2.2.3), we see that

(Xq, Fp, Er, M1)^ (Xq, F", E', N°)2, and (Xq, F", Er, N° u M^0 hold.
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Let Â1 be a "nice" rectangular neighborhood of R1 so that JV'cJ/1 u A° = A1

and R2 — Int Â1 is a countable collection of disjoint rectangular disks. We then

can obtain an M2 consisting of the union of a countable collection of disjoint

rectangular (r— l)-cells containing the rectangular disks above. As above, we can

obtain (Xq, Fp, Er, N1 u M%.

Repeating this process, we can finally obtain (Xq, Fp, Er, Nr~2 u Mr_1)0

= (Xq, F», Er, E'-1). Hence, the proof that Theorem 2.1 => Theorem 1.1 follows

by induction, using the /-skeleton P' of R (0 = /'sir-— 1).

3. The second reduction of the key isotopy theorem. Given integers p, q, and r

(l^p^qandr^l),letlp + r-1={(x1,..., xq+r) e Eq + r | 0¿*,glforlá/g/H-r-l,

and x¡ = 0 for p + r— 1 <iiZq + r}. If m is an integer, such that 1 ̂ m^p, and we

set k=p + r-l, let Ik = ImxIk-m, where Im = {(x1,..., xq + r)e Ik \ xt = 0 for

m<ifkq + r}andIk~m = {(xu ..., xq + r) eIk | x¡ = 0for 1 ̂ i^mandfork<i^q + r}

(if r=\ and m=p, Ik = Ipxl° = lp).

Let a be a fixed sequence of real numbers alt bu a2, b2,..., or_!, Z>r_i, where

at<bi (i= 1,..., r— 1), and let Ca denote the (r— l)-cell in Er~x x0<=Pr given by

Ca = (nUÎ [ou bt]) xO, where [a¡, b¡] is asubinterval of the/th P1 factor of Pr_1xO.

(If r=\, a and Ca are not defined and Er = Er~1xE1 — E°xE1 = E1; also

XqxE,-1 = XqxE° = X'>.) If/? denotes the Mi 71 factor of Ik~p (the (p + i)th 71

factor of 7*), let gay. Il -> [of, ¿>i]<=Ca be the homeomorphism defined by

^i.,i(^p+i) = (l -^P+i)«i + (^p + i)*i (lá/á-r-l) and let ga; 7"-p -> Ca be the homeo-

morphism defined by ga = (Fli : i ga,i) : CTTf-i U) -*- Ca.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose Fp is a p-cell embedded as a subset of a separable metric

space Xq, where XqxErxEq + r. Let k=p + r-\ and let Ik = IpxIk~p, Ca, and

ga: Ik~p —> Ca be as above. Let gp: Ip -*■ Fp be a homeomorphism carrying Ip onto

F" and let g = (g„xga): Ipxlk~p -> FpxCa denote the induced homeomorphism

carrying Ik onto Fp x Ca. If we have Hypothesis (p, q, r) (refer to §2), then, given

e>0, S>0, 17>0, and an integer m such that 1 úmSp, there exists an isotopy ht

(t e [0, 1]) of X" x Er onto itself such that

(1) h0 = identity;

(2) ht = identity outside Uô(g(Ik), Xq x £r"1) x E\for each t e [0, 1];

(3) «t changes Er coordinates <r¡,for each t e [0, 1];

(4) h1 is uniformly continuous;

(5) diam «1(g(7mxx) x w)<e,for each xe Ik~m and each w e E1; and

(6) for each w e E1, there exists y e Im such that

hx(g(Im xx) x w)^ Us(g(y, x) xw,Xqx Er),

for each x e Ik~m.

Clearly, the first five conclusions of Theorem 3.1, when m=p, immediately give

us Theorem 2.1. Theorem 3.1 is essentially statement 77(«, k, m) proved in [3]. By

using induction on m, it is not too difficult to show that Theorem 3.1, with
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1 úm^p, follows directly from the corresponding result with m—l only. In fact,

the appropriate argument is given explicitly in the proof of Lemma 2.1 of [3]. We

conclude our work here by observing that Theorem 3.1, with m=\, follows

directly from the remainder of the work done in [3], plus parts of [1] and [2].

That is, implicit in the proof of the main result of [3] is the following:

(*) If g:IpxIk-p^En is an embedding such that g(lpxlk~p) is flat in

En + 1 = EnxE1, then the use decomposition G of EnxE1, whose nondegenerate

elements are of the form g(Ip x x) x w (x e Ik~p, w e E1) is shrinkable. Moreover,

the shrinking isotopies can be chosen so that the distance from a point y e En + 1

to any g(Ip xx)xw will not be changed appreciably.

We simply need to observe here that if XnxE1xEn + 1, then the above statement

holds for embeddings g: IpxIk~p^Xn such that g(lpxlk~p) is flat in En + 1.

This follows since the arguments used in [3] apply as given as long as we have this

flatness condition and the given product structure XnxEx on En + 1. Finally, we

see that Theorem 3.1 holds by setting Xn = XQxEr'1 and

g = gpxga.i* ■■ ■ xga,r-i-l"xlx •■ ■ xI-^Fpx [ax, bj]x ■ ■■ x [or_u br_j].

Because of the canonical manner in which the Ik~p factor of Ik is embedded in

Er~x, the "moreover" part of (*) will guarantee that conclusion (3) of Theorem 3.1

will hold. This completes our discussion of Theorem 3.1. For further details, the

reader should refer to [3].
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